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Moderator: 
Today we’re talking to Stephanie Nomura, portfolio manager of Hawaiian Tax-Free Trust.  Stephanie given the election outcome, what are 
the expectations within the bond market for the year ahead?

Stephanie Nomura: 
That’s a great question. It’s been an unusual nature and outcome of this presidential election. There are a number of leading policy 
initiatives that could be very likely to be put forward toward President Elect Trump’s tenure in office. It could include taxes, international 
trade, healthcare reform, financial regulations, immigration and infrastructure spending. However, regarding any policy change there 
appears to be a sizable learning curve for Mr. Trump. In addition, he has not worked with, or alongside many members of Congress, and it is 
very unclear who might be his enemies or his allies. As was the case with the recent Brexit vote, political events are often discounted rapidly 
by the markets, making short-term trading decisions often unprofitable. 

How markets will react on the short-term basis, is very difficult to predict, but longer term returns will be driven by economic 
fundamentals, which, at this point in time, remain favorable in our view. Our best advice is for investors to take a long-term view and stick 
with a well thought out investment plan unless their goals or circumstances have changed. Speculation of potential short-term market 
changes based on current developments is less important to your investment success, than the broader economic trends that will generate 
opportunities in the years ahead, no matter what happens politically.

Moderator: 
Through September 30th of this year, municipal bond mutual fund inflows totaled about $3 billion for the month and $50 billion for the 
year to date. And it’s been reported that foreign buyers and banks are among crossover buyers entering the market, although they don’t have 
the tax advantage. Do you expect that crossover buyers will remain a factor in the municipal market near term?

Stephanie Nomura: 
Well prior to the election, there had been an increase in crossover buyers as municipals provided additional value on a relative basis. 
Throughout the month of October municipal yields as a percentage of Treasuries was attractive at times for these buyers. A surge of supply 
cheapened municipals relative to these taxables. But these investors had to monitor the market closely in October, as the Fed indicated no 
move in the Fed Funds rate and as stronger than economic data was reported. As of October month-end, the two-year AAA municipal yield 
as a percent to U.S. Treasuries was 99 percent, the average is only around 91 percent, so there was a lot of value there. The 10-year municipal 
yield, relative to U.S. Treasuries, is at 94 percent, however since the U.S. election, I would assume these buyers have reduced their 
participation, with the back-up in the bond market, and nontraditional buyers will typically disappear quickly with a back-up in the market.

So going forward, portfolio managers will have to monitor municipal bond flows and it should increase going back into the market as the 
market begins to settle down, post election.

Moderator: 
During 2016 how has new issuance in Hawaii compared to issuance nationally?
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Stephanie Nomura: 
Hawaii issuance was plentiful throughout the quarter.  Issues in the third quarter and in October included Hawaii Highway Revenue 
Bonds, Honolulu Waste Water System, Honolulu City and County, and state general obligation. All issues were very well received, but 
created additional supply in the market. The fund participated in all three new issues. Hawaii issuance, unlike national issuance, is down 
year over year by 5 percent.  October national issuance for the municipal market was very strong and in fact was the largest in the last 
100 months. However, that was anticipated as issuers were coming to the market before the election and an expected rate hike. However, 
since the election, nationally, we should see a pull back in issuance until the market adjusts from the recent market movement, and as for 
Hawaii, we don’t have any anticipated deals for the rest of the year.

Moderator:
Were there significant financing proposals on the Hawaii ballot that were approved by voters?

Stephanie Nomura:
Ironically, there was nothing that was technically approved for financing proposals for the state of Hawaii. Hawaii is very different from 
states like California where voters have to approve debt.  The legislature here authorizes the issue of debt and the administration issues 
the debt. For general obligation bonds, there’s a statutory guideline that limits the amount of GO debt that can be issued, but the state 
and the counties are well within that. All special purpose revenue bonds must first get authorization from the legislature in order to issue 
debt. But however, in the recent election Hawaii’s voted - voters voted yes, in favor of adding a bond and pension payments as alternative 
dispositions of excess general fund revenues. We view this very positive for the state of Hawaii general obligation bonds.  

Moderator:
Are you continuing to see improvement in the Hawaii economy?

Stephanie Nomura:
Yes, we are seeing improvement in the Hawaii economy. Hawaii’s economy continues to do well throughout the third quarter. We saw 
stronger than expected revenue growth for fiscal year 2016.  Moody’s and S&P recently upgraded the state to AA-1 and AA+ in September.  
The state’s unemployment rate dropped to 3.4 percent in August, well below the national rate of 4.9 percent. Tourism has also been 
increasing again this year. So overall, we are very positive and comfortable with the credit quality of the Hawaii economy.

Moderator:
Thank you Stephanie. For those of you listening, before investing in the fund, carefully read about and consider the investment objectives, 
risks, charges, expenses and other information found in the fund prospectus which is available on this site, from your financial advisor, 
and when you call 800-437-1020. 

Thank you for listening to this podcast.
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